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Abstract: For deriving the optimal s ingle reservoir operation, two dynamic programming –based n e u ra l

network model we re  d eveloped in this  s tudy. In the firs t model one neural network (DPN1) and in the

second model 12 n e u ra l n e tworks  (DPN2) were used for training the results  of DP. The results  of the DP
optimization were treated as  training patterns .T he training of the neural network was  done us ing a

supervised learning approach with the back-propagation algorithm. A s ingle reservoir sys tem in khorasan,
in eas t of iran called Kardeh, was  cons idered as  a case s tudy. The performa n c e  o f t h e  DPN1 and DPN2

were c o mp ared with the regress ion –based DPR model. Both DPN1 and DPN2 performed better than DPR

.T h e  results  of DPN2 in compare with DPN1 were closer to DP results . It might be related to this  fa c t
that the error in es t ima t in g  t h e  results  from 12 neural networks  in the DPN2 model was  reduced more

than the error in DPN1 model. But the total run time  of DPN2 model was  more than the run time of

DPN1 model. 
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INTRODUCTION

Vario us  optimization and s imulation models  were
proposed and several applications  of these models  were

reviewed by many authors . Young  derived operating[12]

rules  us ing s imple linear regre s s io n  fro m the
determinis tic optimization results . He derived regress ion

equations  us ing  in flows  and s torages  to find optimal

releases .
Karamouz and Houck  developed reservoir[4]

sys tem op e rating rules  by determinis tic optimization

us ing the DPR model. The DPR mode l a lg o rithm had
a determinis tic dynamic pro gramming with a regress ion

analys is . This  algorithm also had a s imulation model to
assess  the performance. Karamouz and Houck  used[4]

a  hypothetical loss  function which involved on ly

reservoir release.
By cons idering the recommendations  o f Bhaskar

and W hitlach  Karamouz and Ho u c k  used a[1] [4]

multiple linear regress ion form in which they regre s sed
t h e optimal release as  a function of initial s tora g e  a n d

inflow during period given as :

t t tR =as +bI +cD +dt

Karamouz and Houck  a n a lyzed the DPR model[4]

performance with case s tudie s , and sugges ted that the

model can be extended eas ily to more complex and
more practical problems. Karamouz and Houck [5]

further compared determinis tic DP and regress ion
–based DPR model with s tochas tic  DP (SDP) model

.The determinis tic DPR model and the SDP model
were formulated with the same objective function.

W urbs  et a l .   presented an annotated[11]

bibliography for various  optimization and s imulat ion
models  and lis ted several applications  made by various

research e rs  in the reservoir operation problems us ing

LP, DP, NLP, and s imulation models . 
Simonovich  presented a short review of[10 ]

mathematical models  used in reservoir management and

operation. This  rev iew was  intended to present
conclus ions  reached by previous  s tate-of-the-art reviews

and to provide ideas  for clos ing the gap between
theory and practice. S imo novich  presented a s imple[10]

s imu lation-optimization model for reservoir s izing and

showed how it responded to prac t ical needs  of water
resources  engineers .

A pattern recognition approach us ing a neural

network model was  attempted b y  cons tructing a
dynamic programming and neural network –based

model by Raman and Chandramouli .  In neural[9 ]

network approach a success fully trained network tries
to capture the interrelationship between the trained data

sets  which closely approximate the target values . 

Raman and Chandra mouli  trained neural network[9]

by bac k- propagation algorithm based on supervised

le arning for deriving operating rules  from optimization
results .
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The sugges ted model algorithm had three important
modules . Firs t wa s  a  d eterminis tic optimization

algorit h m with an objective function to minimize the

squared deficit. The result s  o f the DP optimization
were treated as  training patterns . These training patterns

were used to train  the neural network. The second
module was  a neural network with  b a c k-propagation

algorithm to train the network and t h e  t h ird module

h ad a reservoir –s imulation algorithm that could be
used to s tudy the performance . T h e  performance of

DPN model was  compared with the SDP mo d e l an

explicit s tochas tic model cons tructed with the  s ame
objective fu nction. Further, the model was  compared

with s tandard operating policy which is  being practiced

in the field. 
To derive the optimal operating policies  for a three

re s e rv o ir sys tem, Raman and Chandramouli [9 ]

sugg e s ted a DP based neural network model for the

multi rese rv oir sys tem and compare its  performance

with the regress ion-based mode l for the multi reservoir
s y s tem and the s ingle reservoir DP-neural network

model.

Jain et al.  evalu a ted the application of artificial[3]

neural networks  (ANNs) for reservoir inflow pre d iction

and operation. They fitted an autoregress ive integrated

moving average time-series  mo d el and an ANN-based
model to the monthly inflow data series  and their

performances  were compared. The ANN was  found to

mo d e l the high flows  better, whereas  low flows  were
better predicted through the a utoregress ive integrated

moving average model.
Neelakantan and Pundarikanthan  noticed that a[8]

direct incorporation of s imulation models  into an

optimization framework is  computationally prohibitive.
To overcome this  p ro b le m, Ne e la ka n t a n and

Pundarikanthan  su g g e s t e d  a  t ra in e d  b ack-[8]

propagation neural n e t wo rk to approximate the
s imula t ion model developed for the Chennai city water

supply problem. The neural network, they used was  a

sub model in a nonlinear programming model to find
"near optimal policies .

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This  s tudy evaluates  two kinds  of u s ing neural
netwo rk (NN) procedure in deriving operating rules  for

s ingle reservoir ope ra t ion. A determinis tic dynamic

programming (DP) formulation is  made for the
reservoir operat io n. In this  s tudy from the optimization

results  NN is  trained us ing a back –propaga t io n

a lg o rithm to derive a general operating policy fo r
operating the reservoir. Th e  p e rformance of DPN

models  are  compared with dynamic programming linear

regress ion (DPR) model. For this  s tudy a s ingle
reservoir project in khorasan, in  e a s t  of iran called

Kardeh, is  cons idered as  a case s tudy.

Study Area: The s y s t e m c ons idered in this  s tudy is  a

reservoir in khorasan, in eas t of Iran called  ka rdeh. It
has  a maximum capacity  o f 35 Mm  and a minimum3

capacity of 5 Mm .3

The fortnightly his toric inflow data fo r the sys tem

cons idered is  available for 26 y e ars . The mean inflow

data is  shown in table 1. 
The DP model is  cons tructed us ing all 26 years

(1978-2003) of fortnightly his toric dat a . A s  it is  shown

in table 2 the irrigation demand for all y e a rs  is
cons idered to be fixed. The firs t 20 yea rs  (1978-1997)

of fortnightly h is t oric data is  used for training the

DPR, and  both DPN models , and the las t s ix years  of
data (1998-2003) is  u s e d  fo r e v a lu a ting the

performance of these models .

Table1: Average value of inflow to kard eh  fo r  2 6 years (1978-2003)

of fortnightly historic data

Month Mean Inflow Mm3

Jan 2.707

Feb 2.854

Mar 2.984

Apr 4.95

May 3.515

Jun 2.289

Jul 2.031

Aug 1.607

Sep 2.0423

Oct 2.315

Nov 2.215

Dec 2.492

Table 2:  Values of irrigation demand for each month

Month Irrigation Demand Mm3

Jan 0

Feb 0

Mar 1.02

Apr 1.36

May 3.91

Jun 2.89

Jul 2.55

Aug 2.21

Sep 1.19

Oct 1.02

Nov 0.85

Dec 0

Dynamic Programming Model: The objective fun c t ion

for the determinis tic dynamic programming algorithm
is

                  (1)

t tW here R = release during time period t; D = irrig a tion

  demand during time period t and T= nu mb e r o f
fortnights ; the recurs ive equation for any  Time period

t is :                                       
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                  (2)

Subject to:

tW here S = Storage at the beginning of t ime  p eriod t;

t t I =inflow during time period t; E = evaporation during

time period t; n  = total number of periods  remaining

before reservoir operation terminates .
The DP model is  solved for 26 years  of his toric

data. The inflow based on his toric info rmation, is  used
to solve  t h e  d e terminis tic DP model. In this  model the

entire s torage v o lu me (5-35) is  cons idered for the case

s tudy. Two different discretization levels  were t ried
(table 3).

Artificial Neural Network Procedur e: Two kinds  of
us ing neural n e twork (NN) procedure are used in this

s tudy .in the firs t kind, one NN and in the second kind

12 NN are used. The neural network (NN) procedure
u s e d  in this  s tudy is  a feed-forward network type . A s

it is  shown in fig. 1 the neural network c o n s id e red for

this  s tudy has  three layers  wh ic h  are an input layer,
hidden layer, and an output layer.

The neurons  in different layers  are interco n n e cted
by means  of weights . The neurons  in the hidden and

output layers  are called the activa t io n function .The

activation function used  h e re  is  a s igmoidal activation
function. In order to assess  the predictive ability of NN

fo r choos ing the proper architecture one measure

namely Mean Square error (MSE) is  u s e d . The MSE is
a good measure for in d ic a t ing the goodness  of fit at

high and moderate output values , respectively .[6]

T h e  a rchitecture of the network is  finalized after a
t rial-and error procedure. If the architecture is  t o o

small, the ne twork may not have sufficient degrees  of
freedom to learn the process  correctly. On t h e other

hand if the network is  too large, it may not  c onverge

during training or it may over fit the data .[6]

The work is  s tarted firs t with only one n euron in

th e  hidden layer. Then the trial is  carried out with

mo re neurons  (2, 3, 4, etc.). In each case, the training
is  done for 2000 sweeps .

The DPN1 model scheme cons is ts  of a  DP

algorithm, a neural network back-propagation algorithm,
and a s imulation model. And the DPN2 model scheme

cons is t s  of a DP algorithm, 12 neural ne t wo rk back-

propagation algorithm, and a s imulation model. Patterns
resulting from t h e  DP algorithm are directly trained by

the back- propagation algorithm. After the trainin g
pro c e ss , the trained network is  used in a s imulation

model to assess  its  performance. The s ix years  of

his toric information is  used for this  purpose.

DPR Model: As  it was  sugges ted by Kara mouz and
Houck  multiple linear regress ion equation is[4]

developed for the reservoir optimal release.

tW h e re  S = Storage at the beginning of time period t ;

t tI =inflow during time period t; D = dema n d  d u ring time

period t; a, b, c, d = regress ion coefficie n ts . The

regress ion equation is  derived from the patterns  that are
used for training neural network. The rule derived

us in g  aforementioned equation is  compared with the
operating rules  derived us ing the neural network, i.e.,

DPN1 and DPN2 model rules .

DPN1 Model: In this  mo d el one neural network is

u sed for training the Patterns  resulting from th e  DP

algorithm. T h e  input layer cons is t of Storage at the
beginning of time period t, inflow during time period

t, and irrigation demand during time perio d  t , which

are the results  of the DP algorithm  for t h e  firs t 20
years  of his toric data (1978-1997).

The architecture of the network is  fin a lized after a

trial-and error procedure based on the leas t MSE
measure. The  trial-and error is  s tarted firs t with only

one neuron in the hidden layer. Then the trial is  carried
out with more neurons  (2, 3, 4, etc.). In each case, the

training is  done fo r 600 to 1000 sweeps . For both

dis cretization groups  the optimal number of neuron in
hidden layer is  4.

After the training process , the trained net wo rk is

used in a s imulation model to assess  its  performa n ce.
The s ix years  of his toric informa t io n  (1998-2003) is

used for this  purpose.

DPN2 Model: In this  model for each month one neu ra l

network is  used for training the Patterns  resulting from
the DP algorithm. The input layer c o ns is t of  Storage

at the beginning of time period t, inflow during t ime

period t, an d  irrigation demand during time period t,
which are the re s u lt s  of the DP algorithm  for the firs t

20 years  of his toric data (1978-1997).

Th e architecture of each network is  finalized after
a trial-and error procedure based on the leas t MSE

measure. Th e  t rial-and error is  s tarted firs t with two

n e u rons  in the hidden layer. W ith one neuron in t h e
hidden layer t h e  t ra ining may s top after a few sweeps

with a repeated res ult. Then the trial is  carried out with

more neurons  (2, 3, 4, et c .). In each case, the training
is  done for 200 to 500 sweeps . 
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After the training process  for each neural network,
a combination of all 12 trained netwo rks  is  used in a
s imulation model to assess  its  performance. The s ix
years  of his toric information (1998-2003) is  used for

this  purpose.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Due to the DP mo d e l which is  solved for 26 years
of his toric data, a comparison is  made between the
three s imulation models , namely, the DPN1, DPN2,
DPR and the DP results  based on their performance for
s ix years  of his toric fortnightly data (1998-2003). Fig.2

and 3 give the release a n d  s torage sequence in the
validation period for (Ns=Nr=30).

As  it is  seen in fig.2 and 3 in  t h e  ma ximum and
minimum points  both DPN models  perfo rm closer to

the DP results . But the DPN2 mo d e l performs  better
than DPN1. 

The results  of the s imu lation model for the three
models  are tabulated in table  5 a nd 6. It gives  the sum

of the objective function value (sq u a red deficit), total
volume of water spilled  in each discretization level,
n u mb er of the month in which spill occurs , numbe r o f
the month in which  t h e  s torage is  less  than the

minimum s torage, and the value of MSE measure.
As  it is  seen in table 5 and 6 by in c re a s in g  the

discretization level in  DP algorithm the values  of MSE,
squared deficit a nd total spill are decreased in all

models .

The DPR model result s  le ss  than all models  in the

value of total s p ill and the number of the month in

which spill occur. But as  far a s  we cons ider the results

to be closer to the DP re s u lts  Both DPN models  result

in a much closer value of a ll measures  in both

discretization levels .

As  it is  sho wn  in  t a b le 5 and 6 the results  of

DPN2 model are closer to DP re s u lts  compare to

DPN1 mo del. It might be related to this  fact that th e

error in es timating the results  from 12 neura l n e t works

in the DPN2 model is  much more red u ced compare to

the error in DPN1 model. The necessary number of

sweeps  for t h e  t raining process  in DPN2 is  350 and in

DPN1 is  800. But the total run time  o f DPN2 model

in comparison with DPN1 is  so much more. 

As  it is  seen in fig.4 in the maximum and

min imum points  both DPN models  perform closer to

t h e  DP results . Although the DPR model s imulates  the

maximum points  close to DP but in the ca s e of

minimum points  the results  are far from t h e  DP results .

Du e  to the fact that the optimal number of neuron

in the hidden layer is  determined after a t ria l a nd error

pro c ess  there could have been more than jus t one

optimal s tructure for each month in the DPN2 model.

Fig.4 and 5 g iv e the release and s torage sequence in

the validation period for (Ns=Nr=60).

Table3: Release and storage step for each discretization level

Discretization level Release discretization Step Mm Storage discretization Step Mm3 3

30 0.1708 1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

60 0.0854 0.5

Table4: Coefficients of Multiple Linear Regression for DPR Model

Discretization Level Coefficient

-------------------------------------------------------- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - ------

a b c d

N=30 0.0522 0.0462 0.799 -1.05

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

N=60 0.0442 0.0485 0.821 -0.867

Fig. 1: Neural network model
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Fig. 2: Release sequence (Nr=30)

Fig. 3: Storage sequence (Ns=30)

Fig. 4: Release sequence (Nr=60)

Table 5: Comparison of three model performance (Ns=Nr=30)

Ns=30 DPN1 DPN2 DPR DP

MSE 0.090217 0.007577 0.24709

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

T otal squared deficit 58.384 56.576 65.227 54.757

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

T otal spill 9.0492 9.1417 4.7544 9.2499

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Spill month Mm 5 5 4 53

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Failure month 1 1 3 2
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Fig. 5: Storage sequence (Ns=60)

Conclus ions : This  paper presents  the usefulness  of the

neural network in  deriving general operating policy for
a s ingle reservoir sys tem. To derive g eneral operating

policy, NN can be used ins tead of regress ion procedure
to get improved results . T h e  a d vantage of neural

network model is  due to the nonlinearity of the

connection exis ts  between all the in p ut and output
v a riables . Us ing 12 neural networks  ins tead of one

such as  previous  s tudies  might result better. But also it

might take more time to run.  
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